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This study presents a new method for producing long-term hazard maps for pyroclastic
density currents (PDC) originating at Campi Flegrei caldera. Such method is based on
a doubly stochastic approach and is able to combine the uncertainty assessments on
the spatial location of the volcanic vent, the size of the flow and the expected time of
such an event. The results are obtained by using a Monte Carlo approach and adopting
a simplified invasion model based on the box model integral approximation. Temporal
assessments are modeled through a Cox-type process including self-excitement effects,
based on the eruptive record of the last 15 kyr. Mean and percentile maps of PDC invasion
probability are produced, exploring their sensitivity to some sources of uncertainty and to
the effects of the dependence between PDC scales and the caldera sector where they
originated. Conditional maps representative of PDC originating inside limited zones of the
caldera, or of PDC with a limited range of scales are also produced. Finally, the effect of
assuming different time windows for the hazard estimates is explored, also including the
potential occurrence of a sequence of multiple events. Assuming that the last eruption
of Monte Nuovo (A.D. 1538) marked the beginning of a new epoch of activity similar to
the previous ones, results of the statistical analysis indicate a mean probability of PDC
invasion above 5% in the next 50 years on almost the entire caldera (with a probability
peak of ∼25% in the central part of the caldera). In contrast, probability values reduce
by a factor of about 3 if the entire eruptive record is considered over the last 15 kyr, i.e.,
including both eruptive epochs and quiescent periods.
Keywords: hazard mapping, Campi Flegrei, Cox-Hawkes processes, box model, doubly stochastic models, Monte
Nuovo, uncertainty quantification, vent opening maps
INTRODUCTION
The development of long-term (sometimes also called base-rate or background) hazard maps
for pyroclastic density currents (PDC) originating in a caldera setting is a challenging problem.
Nevertheless, such achievement product is necessary for urban planning and risk reduction on the
territory. In particular, a significant improvement of the risk mitigation strategies is enabled by the
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quantitative combination of the probability distributions for the
spatial location of the eruptive vent originating the PDC, the size
of the flow, and the temporal estimates for such expected event
in the future (see Woo, 1999; Marzocchi andWoo, 2009; Rougier
et al., 2013; Wadge and Aspinall, 2014). This accomplishment is
the main purpose of this research study.
Campi Flegrei (CF) is a∼12 km wide volcanic caldera located
in Southern Italy, a very urbanized area including the western
part of the city of Napoli (see Figure 1). Three epochs of activity
in the last 15 kyr included at least 70 explosive eruptions
alternated with periods of quiescence of several millennia (Rosi
et al., 1983; Orsi et al., 2004). During this period, which is
typically considered representative for hazard assessment studies,
past eruptive vents opened in the central part of the caldera
as well as at its boundaries, with individual events spanning a
large range of eruptive scales including large explosive eruptions
characterized by tephra volumes over 1 km3. Sequences of events
often occurred closely in time and space thus generating a cluster
of events (e.g., Isaia et al., 2004, 2009; Bevilacqua et al., 2016).
Subsidence and uplift (bradyseism) of the central part of the
caldera are documented from the Roman times and the most
recent Monte Nuovo eruption was in A.D. 1538, after ∼3,000–
3,500 years of quiescence (e.g., Guidoboni and Ciuccarelli, 2011;
FIGURE 1 | Mosaic of aerial/satellite photos of Campi Flegrei caldera and surrounding areas (including part of the city of Napoli on the east) showing the large
urbanization inside and around this active volcano, modified from the ESRI dataset World_Imagery—www.arcgis.com.
Di Vito et al., 2016). Ground movements and geochemical
variation of the main fumarolic fields within the caldera suggest
that the volcano likely entered a phase of unrest in the second
half of the last century which is not concluded yet (e.g., Chiodini
et al., 2012, 2016). Recent field-work, deep drilling measurements
and submarine survey of the Gulf of Pozzuoli have further
constrained the tectonic history of the caldera (Isaia et al., 2015;
De Natale et al., 2016; Steinman et al., 2016). Several previous
studies have been specifically focused on the space-time eruptive
history of CF, focusing on the Campanian Plain volcanism
occurred during the last ∼50 kyr (Scandone et al., 1991), the
CF volcanism in the last 12 kyr (Di Vito et al., 1999), or the
geochemical evolution of the magmatic system in the last ∼15
kyr (Di Renzo et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011).
One of the main hazards in CF caldera is represented by
PDC, which can produce lethal conditions for human beings
and heavy damage to urban structures (e.g., Baxter et al., 2005;
Neri et al., 2014). In the literature it is possible to find several
studies aimed at solving the PDC hazard mapping problem in the
CF area. For instance, first hazard maps of the zones potentially
affected in the future have been produced by relying on the
distribution of invaded areas by PDC associated with some of
the main past events or specific eruptive scales (Lirer et al.,
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2001; Alberico et al., 2002; Orsi et al., 2004). A quantitative
hazardmapwas constructed by using a dynamic flowmodel, with
variable eruptive scales and uniform vent opening probability in
an area centered on the town of Pozzuoli (Rossano et al., 2004).
Further studies have adopted 2D/3D numerical multiphase flow
simulations of single Plinian events, showing that PDC of this
scale could overtop the Posillipo Hill, a high topographic barrier
toward the central part of the city of Napoli (Todesco et al., 2006;
Esposti Ongaro et al., 2007, 2008).
A qualitative hazard map of PDC invasion for the city of
Napoli from both CF and Vesuvius was also developed, based
on the integration of a spatial probability map of vent opening
and the consideration of different eruptive scales (Alberico et al.,
2011). The invasion areas were determined using the energy-
cone model based on the assumption of linear decay of flow
energy with distance (e.g., Hsu, 1975; Malin and Sheridan, 1982).
A systematic evaluation of the application of the energy-cone
model to CF, aimed at the estimation of value and variability of
PDC invaded area and maximum run-out was also accomplished
(Tierz et al., 2016).
The PDC hazard assessments presented in this paper largely
rely on and further extend the recent studies of Bevilacqua
et al. (2015) and Neri et al. (2015), which presented quantitative
probabilistic PDC invasion maps, considering some of the main
epistemic uncertainty effects. They were developed by using a
quite articulated Monte Carlo simulation including some of the
main system variables (i.e., vent location and PDC size), but not
its time. The PDC propagation was modeled with a simplified
integral approximation tested with laboratory experiments and
2D transient numerical simulations of flow dynamics (Neri et al.,
2015; Bevilacqua, 2016; Esposti Ongaro et al., 2016).
In this research study several improvements on PDC hazard
mapping in the CF area are achieved. First (Section PDC Scale
Dependence on the Caldera Sector), the differences in scale
between eastern and western sectors of the caldera are described
and implemented in all hazard assessments. Indeed the past
activity in the western part of the caldera is characterized by lesser
volumes (Bevilacqua et al., 2016) and reduced PDC invasion
areas. This reduces the hazard in the western sector of the caldera
and increases it in the eastern sector with respect to the case of
considering average properties of the caldera. Moreover (Section
Conditional Maps for Specific PDC Scales and Vent Locations),
new PDC invasion hazard maps conditional on specific eruption
scales and vent locations inside particular zones of the caldera
are presented. Finally (Section Effects of Temporal Assessments
on the Maps), and most importantly, temporal assessments
are included in the maps based on the statistical models of
Bevilacqua et al. (2016). These achievements permit to calculate
the PDC invasion hazard in the next 10 and 50 years under the
assumptions that the volcano entered, or not, after the last Monte
Nuovo eruption, a new epoch of activity similar to the previous
ones.
It is important to remark that all the assessments in this study
are doubly stochastic, in the sense that the physical variability
(also called aleatoric uncertainty) and the epistemic uncertainty
effects considered are separately modeled and all the probability
estimates concerning the former are associated with confidence
intervals due to the latter (see also Cox and Isham, 1980; Sparks
and Aspinall, 2004; Marzocchi and Bebbington, 2012; Bevilacqua,
2016).
PDC HAZARD MAPPING METHODS
In this section we will briefly review the methods adopted in
Bevilacqua et al. (2015) and Neri et al. (2015), and we will
present the new procedures for convolving the spatial hazard
mapping with the temporal modeling of Bevilacqua et al. (2016).
In particular, in the Section PDC Hazard Maps Conditional on
the Occurrence of an Explosive Eruption, we will describe the
methods aimed at combining the vent opening location and the
invaded area estimates thus producing hazard maps conditional
on the occurrence of a PDC. In the Section Temporal Model
for Explosive Eruptions, we will detail the temporal model based
on the eruption record and its convolution with the conditional
maps generated.
PDC Hazard Maps Conditional on the
Occurrence of an Explosive Eruption
The following procedure allows obtaining the PDC invasion
probability conditional on the occurrence of an explosive event
located on-land. This restriction is due to the fact that the source
conditions and properties of the flows would be fundamentally
different in the case of an underwater vent. These maps display
the percentage probability of each location of the considered
region to be invaded by a PDC under the assumption that
it occurs. The temporal assessments described later (Section
Temporal Model for Explosive Eruptions) enable us to extend
this approach and to produce PDC invasion hazard maps
associated to a specific future time window.
Spatial Probability Distribution of Vent Opening
The long-term spatial probability distribution of vent opening
location (Connor andHill, 1995;Martì and Felpeto, 2010) follows
the analysis presented in a previous study (Bevilacqua et al., 2015)
where the probability map of new vent opening over the caldera,
conditional on the occurrence of an eruption, is expressed as the
result of weighted linear combination of five maps describing the
spatial distributions of relevant volcanic features. Such features
include the eruptive vent locations during the three epochs
of CF activity in the past 15 kyr (each epoch is separately
considered), and also the maximum fault displacement and the
surface fractures density. Indeed the pre-existing faults/fractures
have proved to be significantly correlated with the opening of
new vents and typically represent a weakness element that may
favor the magma ascent (Connor et al., 2000; Calais et al., 2008;
Vitale and Isaia, 2014; Mazzarini et al., 2016; Bevilacqua et al.,
2017; Tadini et al., 2017). However, several other factors including
the fault angle, the magma pressure and the depth of interaction
can be relevant too (Gaffney et al., 2007; Le Corvec et al., 2013),
but are neglected in the present study. In addition, in order to
take into account the influence of other variables not considered
or unidentified processes, a uniform probability map inside the
caldera is also included.
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Some of the epistemic uncertainty sources of the
volcanological information are also considered (see Bevilacqua
et al., 2015 for more details). In particular, concerning the
localization of eruptive vents whose position is reconstructed
from field data. The past vent locations are represented by ellipses
defining the associated uncertainty area, and not by deterministic
points. We also consider past events which do not correspond
to presently identified vent features such as craters, cones,
calderas, but for which tephra deposits permit some inference
on their location, and an uncertain number of “lost vents” whose
position in the on-land part of the caldera is unconstrained. Most
importantly, the analysis estimates the uncertain weights to be
associated with the features that contribute to the definition of
the vent opening map, relying on expert judgment techniques
(Cooke, 1991; Aspinall, 2006; Bevilacqua, 2016). A logic tree
of target questions is defined for simplifying the uncertainty
quantification, and various procedures of structured elicitation
are applied to test the sensitivity of the results to the different
models (e.g., Cooke, 1991; Flandoli et al., 2011). Figure 2a shows
an example of average vent opening probability map obtained
with the above procedure.
Distribution of PDC Invasion Areas
Following the approach of Neri et al. (2015), the area invaded
by a potential PDC is represented as a random variable. The
distribution of this variable is based on the record of the areas
of the PDC deposits that occurred in the last 15 kyr. This
dataset includes 47 events and largely relies on the work of
Orsi et al. (2004), with a few modifications and updates made
in order to account for the most recent research findings.
Epistemic uncertainty affects such record too: the error of deposit
boundaries is considered to vary between ∼150 and ∼1,000
m, with a mean value of ∼500 m (see Bevilacqua, 2016). In
order to use a more representative dataset for the totality of past
invasion areas, the record is extended including some estimates of
unmapped deposits, based on a comparison between the dataset
of invasion areas and that of the identified vents. The invasion
areas of these not reconstructed PDC are randomly sampled
using a distribution fitted to available field datasets, truncated
to the thresholds of 10 or 50 km2, depending on the age of the
event. In particular, 21 invasion areas are added (31% of the total
dataset)—12 events up to 10 km2 and 9 up to 50 km2 (Neri et al.,
2015 for more details). The choice to add lost deposits of two
different areas reflects the fact that the reconstruction of older
deposits is significantly more difficult than for the later epochs
and so larger missing deposits are more likely to be appropriate.
Figure 2b shows the probability density functions of PDC
invasion area distribution considering the last 15 kyr dataset.
The three curves, calculated by a Monte Carlo simulation,
and assuming maximum likelihood lognormal distributions, are
related to the 5th percentile, the mean and the 95th percentile
of the density function values, obtained considering the radial
underestimation and unmapped deposits uncertainty sources.
The possibility of having dependence between the PDC invasion
area and the vent location will be explored in the next sections,
with a separate analysis of the PDC originated in the western and
eastern sectors of the caldera. Alternative estimates based on the
more accurately reconstructed record of the last 5 kyr produce
very similar results, as shown in Neri et al. (2015), but such
reduced dataset would not contain enough events for permitting
such additional analysis.
Simplified PDC Invasion Model
The box model integral approximation of PDC propagation is
adopted for effectively computing the main effects of the large
variability of vent location and PDC scale on the invasion areas.
The model is based on the work of Huppert and Simpson (1980),
Dade and Huppert (1996), and Hallworth et al. (1998). It is suited
for describing the propagation of turbulent currents, in which
inertial effects dominate over viscous forces and particle-particle
interactions. More details can be found in Neri et al. (2015),
Bevilacqua (2016), and Esposti Ongaro et al. (2016).
The model enables us to approximate the flow kinematics and
maximum runout reached over a sub-horizontal surface by a
current generated by the instantaneous release (i.e., dam-break
configuration) of a finite volume of gas and solid particles. It
can thus describe PDC generated by the gravitational collapse
of a portion of the column. The box model assumes that the
current is vertically homogeneous and deposits particles during
propagation at a rate proportional to their settling velocity. A
single particle size representative of the mean Sauter diameter
of the grain-size distribution of the mixture is considered, as
in Neri et al. (2015). The model can therefore approximate
the flow front velocity as a function of the distance from the
origin. In order to quantify first-order effect of topography on the
invasion area, the kinetic energy of the flow front is compared
to the potential energy required to overcome the topographical
reliefs that the flow encounters, thus following an approach
similar to the energy-line (or energy-cone) model (Hsu, 1975;
Malin and Sheridan, 1982; Alberico et al., 2011; Tierz et al.,
2016). For simplicity the sea surface is assumed as flat ground
topography with no effect of the water on the PDC propagation:
this enables us to obtain a first (likely minimal) approximation of
the potential hazard represented by PDCs traveling over the sea
(see Neri et al., 2015, for more details).
It is important to specify that, in the present study, the physical
parameter C of the box model is assumed equal to 2 m2/3/s,
as in Neri et al. (2015) and Bevilacqua (2016). More details on
the meaning of this parameter can be found in those studies.
It is also important to remark that, in the generation of the
hazard maps, the PDC invasion model is applied in an inverse
mode, i.e., starting from invasion area extent (obtained using the
density functions described above) and then computing a new
invasion area with the same extent, given a specific vent location
and surrounding topography. Figure 2c shows three different
example runs of the PDC model, changing vent locations and
invasion area.
Convolution of the Models through Monte Carlo
Simulation
The produced PDC hazard maps are the result of a Monte
Carlo simulation procedure, implemented to combine the several
probability distributions discussed above. Such Monte Carlo
simulation has a nested structure, configured for estimating the
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FIGURE 2 | (a) Probability map of new vent opening location, modified from Bevilacqua et al. (2015). Contours and colors indicate the mean percentage probability of
vent opening per km2 conditional on the occurrence of an eruption originating on-land. (b) Histograms of the PDC invasion areas as estimated for the events in the
last 15 kyr, modified from Neri et al. (2015). Probability density functions (log-normal class) are displayed for the invasion areas—the black curve is the mean value and
the blue curves are the 5th and 95th uncertainty bounds. In the small box are included the mean survival functions with their uncertainty bounds. (c) Example of the
invasion areas of three PDC simulation runs with different origin and areal extent. Different colors correspond to different runs. The colored contours envelop the
invaded areas and the numbers on the contours are the values of the area invaded. (d) PDC invasion probability map as computed in Neri et al. (2015) from the
invasion areas distribution and the vent opening map displayed. Contours and colors indicate the mean percentage probability of PDC invasion conditional on the
occurrence of an explosive eruption originating on-land.
effects of epistemic uncertainty on the results according to a
doubly stochastic approach. Hence the procedure creates maps
of PDC invasion hazard in terms of a mean value and of the
5th and 95th percentiles with respect to the uncertainty sources
considered.
In particular, for each random vent location (sampled over
a regular 500 m spaced grid) and PDC areal extent, the PDC
simulation associates a value of 1 to the zones reached by the
flow, and of 0 otherwise. As mentioned above, this is done
using the box model approximation in an inverse mode, i.e.,
using the invaded area extent as an input. By repeating the
simulation of a single PDC a large number of times randomly
changing vent location and invasion area, and then averaging
the 0/1 values obtained in each point, the probability that each
location of the map is reached by a PDC is calculated (Neri
et al., 2015; Bevilacqua, 2016). In addition, another level ofMonte
Carlo simulation is implemented for repeating this procedure
under several samples of the epistemic uncertainty sources. This
enables us to quantify the effects of the uncertainty sources onto
the hazard maps. It is worth mentioning that the Monte Carlo
convergence concerning the two-dimensional sampling of the
vent location is accelerated thanks to the linearity of the whole
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process with respect to the vent location choice. This is better
detailed in Bevilacqua (2016). Figure 2d shows an example of the
PDC invasion probability map as obtained from the described
steps.
Temporal Model for Explosive Eruptions
Long-term volcanic hazard assessment models including time
are quite uncommon in literature because of their complexity
and often due to the lack of accurate data older than a few
centuries (see Bebbington, 2010, 2013). However, some examples
exist: Cox processes have been applied to the assessment of
long-term volcanic hazards (e.g., Jaquet et al., 2000, 2008; Jaquet
and Carniel, 2006); self-exciting processes have been introduced
for modeling the temporal eruptive pattern of volcanic fields
(e.g., Bebbington and Cronin, 2011); a complete long-term
PDC hazard assessment procedure has been developed at the
Montserrat volcano, combining probability estimates of time,
size and direction of the flows (Bayarri et al., 2009, 2015).
A detailed review also including other approaches has been
described in Bebbington (2013).
The temporal assessments adopted in this study are based on a
multivariate Cox-Hawkes process, a Poisson-type model capable
of a self-excitement behavior producing clusters of events in
time-space and including the effect of the epistemic uncertainty
affecting the available past record. The model has been developed
by Bevilacqua (2016) and Bevilacqua et al. (2016), where the
reader can findmore details. In the following the temporal model
is briefly summarized.
In general the intensity function λ of a counting process has
the meaning of the average density of new events occurring.
A non-homogeneous Poisson process always assumes λ as a
deterministic function of time: in contrast a Cox process Z has
a random intensity function λ, such that Z conditional on each
trajectory of λ is a Poisson process, and allows us to model
the uncertainty effects. The Hawkes processes differ from non-
homogeneous Poisson processes because the intensity function
increases whenever an event occurs and instead decreases as
time passes without any event occurring. Each component of the
process counts the number of events occurred in one of spatial
zones in which the volcanic caldera is partitioned.
Each event is assumed to self-excite its zone, increasing the
probability of additional events nearby. Random intensity is the
sum of a constant term λ0 (base rate) and of a time dependent
random term that represents an additional intensity produced by
each previous event. In particular:
λ(t,ω) = λ0 +
∑
0<ti(ω)<t
ϕ(t − ti(ω))
where (ti) is the random sequence sampled in such zone before
time t, and ϕ is a positive decreasing function representing
self-excitement decay. A Cox-Hawkes process includes both the
doubly stochastic and self-excitement features: the function λ
is expressed conditionally on the parameters λ0 and ϕ which
are also treated as uncertain in a hierarchical model. The future
eruption times and parameters are jointly conditioned on the
recorded eruption history, and then the parameters are integrated
out, to give the predictive distribution for future eruptions.
There is a closed-form likelihood for a self-exciting process,
and the selection of the model parameters with a maximum
likelihood estimator can be implemented in a nestedMonte Carlo
simulation and repeated for each sample of the uncertain past
eruptive sequence, for quantifying its effect on the estimates.
Different probability estimates for the chance of having an
event in the next T years are obtained considering the eastern
of the western eruptive records separately during the three
epochs of activity in the past 15 kyr (Bevilacqua et al., 2016).
The long periods of quiescence separating the epochs are not
easily replicated by the model and therefore are excluded by
the analysis. Hence the temporal assessments obtained by the
model are under the assumption that after the Monte Nuovo
event (A.D. 1538) the caldera system entered a new epoch of
activity similar to the three previously occurred in the last 15
kyr. However some first-order temporal estimates including the
periods of quiescence will be also provided in Section Effects of
Temporal Assessments on the Maps.
In case of a short future time window (i.e., T ≤ 10 years),
the time estimates are separately calculated from the temporal
model, and then combined with the conditional hazard mapping
available. We do not consider the effect of new clusters in
this short time horizon. This is done multiplying the temporal
probability with all the probability values on the conditional
map, hence assuming the independence of the spatial assessments
on the temporal assessments, i.e., that the spatial vent opening
probability is not going to change with time.
In case of a longer time window (i.e., T ≥ 50 years),
the potential occurrence of clustered sequences of eruptive
events (e.g., Isaia et al., 2004; Bevilacqua et al., 2016) is
also considered. All the explosive eruptions possibly taking
place in the selected time frame are included in the hazard
mapping, and the area invaded by PDC is assumed equal to
the union of the single extents in the sequence. In particular,
a multivariate temporal sampling is repeated inside the Monte
Carlo simulation, separately assessing the events in the different
zones of the caldera partition of Bevilacqua et al. (2015). The
areal size sampling is repeated for each PDC. It is significant
to note that the offspring events in each cluster sequence were
constrained to remain inside the same zone of the first one. In
this way the temporal and spatial probability distributions are
not-trivially convoluted. We have tested this procedure also on
the shorter time windows (i.e., T ≤ 10 years) obtaining results
not significantly different from those obtained by the simplified
model described above.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The above described approach enables us to produce the first
long-term PDC invasion hazard maps that include the effects
of a correlation between eruption scale and vent location.
It also allows generating hazard maps that constrain both
these variables to specific PDC sizes (i.e., invasion areas) and
spatial zones, respectively. Finally, and most importantly, the
method presented allows producing hazard maps with associated
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temporal assessments, such as PDC invasion hazard maps on 10
and 50 years time windows of the CF caldera.
PDC Scale Dependence on the Caldera
Sector
The eruption rates from the eastern and western sectors of
the CF caldera are remarkably different for what concerns
both the number of events per year and the magma volumes
erupted per year, even including the epistemic uncertainty effects
(Bevilacqua, 2016; Bevilacqua et al., 2016). In particular the
western sector of the caldera is characterized by a less frequent
and less clustered activity, as well as by smaller size events. This
is confirmed by the analysis of the record of the areal extents of
past PDC deposits, as it is shown in Figure 3a. This results in
the significantly different probability distributions for the PDC
sizes shown in Figure 3b. The difference is significant and not
depending on the smaller number of events occurred. It is worth
mentioning that the random sampling of not reconstructed past
PDC is accomplished including 5 events in the western sector
and 7 events in the eastern sector invading <10 km2, plus 9
events in the eastern sector invading<50 km2 (this is compatible
with the field evidences). The estimates also incorporate the
underestimation bias on the deposit radius (more details in Neri
et al., 2015).
Because of such relevant discrepancies, separated vent
opening probability maps conditional on the on-land portions
of the western and eastern sectors of the caldera have been
produced. It is worth mentioning that the cells partially on-
land had probability values reduced in proportion to their sea
covered portion. The Figures 3c,d show the mean values of such
probability density distributions with respect to the epistemic
uncertainty effects. The Monte Carlo algorithm for PDC hazard
mapping has also been modified to produce separated maps
under the condition of a PDC originating from a vent located in
one of the two sectors of the caldera. This is obtained considering
the specific PDC areal extent distribution of that sector, as shown
in Figures 3a,b.
The averaged hazard maps obtained for vents opening in
the two separate caldera sectors are displayed in Figures 4a,b,
respectively. The former (Figure 4a) concerns the western sector
and displays a mean PDC invasion probability equal or above
5% in the western half of the caldera, i.e., from Capo Miseno
in the south to the outside the caldera boundary to the north-
west. Instead, the latter (Figure 4b) shows a mean PDC invasion
probability above 5% on almost the whole caldera, with a ∼20%
mean probability of having a PDC overcoming Posillipo Hill, and
∼30% mean probability of PDC invasion outside of the caldera
boundary to the north. Peaks of probability are also remarkably
different between the two cases, i.e., ∼35% in Figure 4a, ∼75%
in Figure 4b. A new global map is also obtained combining
these two hazard assessments. The new PDC invasion average
probability map and its 5th and 95th percentiles bounds are
reported in Figure 4c. Such maps account for the significant
different PDC scales generated in the two different sectors of the
caldera and therefore represent a first attempt to correlate the
event size with the caldera sector.
From the comparison of the new results with the reference
map shown in Figure 2d (Neri et al., 2015) obtained with the
same parameters, a significant shift of the higher probability
values toward east is observable. The probability peak changes
from ∼50% to ∼55%, and the area with a PDC invasion
probability higher above 10% is relevantly reduced to the west.
The new map also displays an increased chance of a PDC
overcoming the caldera boundary toward the city of Napoli,
above 18%, compared to the∼15% previously estimated without
introducing the correlation between PDC size and vent location.
The effects of the different scales for the eastern and western
sectors are considered in all the analyses presented in the
following sections.
Conditional Maps for Specific PDC Scales
and Vent Locations
Several more PDC hazard maps are obtained under more specific
assumptions such as a specific PDC scale and vent location. These
maps may result useful in case specific hazard scenarios need to
be investigated during emergency and for mitigation purposes.
Some maps refer to a specific scenario represented, in this
study, by the occurrence of PDC of a given invasion area. Under
such assumption, the Monte Carlo simulation procedure above
described is much simplified. Indeed the same eruptive scenario
is replicated for each possible vent location. The Figures 5a,b
shows two examples, assuming PDC invasion areas respectively
equal to 60th and 95th percentiles of the areal distributions
shown in Figure 3b. The first percentile implies invaded area
extents of ∼9 ± 5 km2 in the western sector and ∼39 ± 11 km2
in the eastern sector, the second of ∼34 ± 9 km2 and ∼169 ± 18
km2, respectively, in the western and eastern sectors. Uncertainty
is slightly skewed on the higher values. It is significant to note
that the first map resembles much the mean reference map
(Figure 2d) which includes all the possible PDC scales. The
second map delineates instead a more impacting scenario, with
∼45% probability of having a PDC overcoming Posillipo Hill.
Figures 5c,d show PDC invasion hazard maps assuming PDC
areal extent up to the assumed percentiles of 60% and 95%
detailed above.
A conditional version of the vent opening map has also been
developed. This version enables us to restrict the eruptive vent
sampling inside a limited subset of the caldera and to produce
PDC invasion hazard maps under such condition. In Figure 6
four examples of the average hazard assessments assuming a PDC
originating in a specific zone of the caldera are displayed. The
boundary of the vent opening zones is delineated by a yellow
dashed line. The zones definition is based on the caldera partition
of Bevilacqua et al. (2015). In particular the examples concern
the zones of Astroni (a) and Agnano (b) inside the eastern
sector, Averno (c) in the western, and also the central-eastern
zone of the caldera (d), in which is estimated to concentrate
about one third of the total probability of vent opening (see
Bevilacqua et al., 2015). Both maps (a) and (b) overcome 90%
PDC invasion mean probabilities in some regions. From the
maps it is notable that an event originating from the Agnano
area has about three times more chance to overcome Posillipo
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FIGURE 3 | (a) Representation of the areas invaded by past PDC originating in the western (blue) or eastern (red) sectors of the caldera. Each colored dash represents
an event. The sequence is ordered increasingly as a function of the areal extents. On the right of the plot is displayed a zoom of the small scales data. (b) Probability
density functions (log-normal class) for the invasion areas originating in the western (blue) or eastern (red) sectors of the caldera. The black curve is the mean value
and the colored curves are the 5th and 95th uncertainty bounds. In the small boxes the two estimates are displayed at different scales and the histogram data are
included. (c,d) Probability maps of new vent opening location modified from Bevilacqua et al. (2015). Contours and colors indicate the mean percentage probability of
vent opening per km2 conditional on the occurrence of an eruption originating on-land in the western (c) or in the eastern (d) sector of the caldera. Percentage vent
opening probability values of the two on-land sectors, according to Figure 2a, are displayed with their 5th and 95th uncertainty bounds. Please note that the average
probabilities of the two sectors do not sum to 100% due to the significant probability of vent opening in the underwater portion of the caldera (25 ± 5% probability).
Hill than one originating from the Astroni area. In contrast, the
area subject to significant PDC invasion hazard is much reduced
when assuming a PDC originating from the Averno area. This is
mostly the consequence of the lower eruption size associated with
events in the western sector. Finally, the PDC invasion hazard
map for a flow originating in the central-eastern portion of the
caldera shows a high peak probability above 80% in its center,
and also a mean probability above 10% of overcoming Posillipo
Hill.
Effects of Temporal Assessments on the
Maps
The probability estimates adopted here for the time of the next
eruptive event are based on the assumption that the future
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FIGURE 4 | PDC invasion hazard maps based on the areal size distributions and vent opening probability maps displayed in Figure 3. Contours and colors indicate
the mean percentage probability of PDC invasion conditional on the occurrence of an explosive event—(a) originating on-land in the western sector, (b) originating
on-land in the eastern sector, (c) originating on-land according to the vent opening map in Figure 2, but with the PDC invasion area distribution depending on the
sector of the vent location. The two maps on the right of the average map (c) show the 5th and 95th uncertainty percentiles of the distribution by using the same color
scales.
eruptive activity is similar to that of the three epochs of activity
in the last 15 kyr. In other words, they are valid under the
assumption that the volcano entered, after the last Monte Nuovo
A.D. 1538 eruption, a new epoch of activity similar to the
previous ones. According to the temporal assessments based
on Cox-Hawkes processes, the mean time between eruptions
for the eastern sector is ∼133 years, while for the western
sector it is ∼473 years. This implies that mean time between
eruptions in any sector of the caldera is∼118 years. These average
estimates are significantly affected by epistemic uncertainty, [–
25%, +55%]. More details on these estimates are reported in
Bevilacqua et al. (2016).
Asmentioned above, to account for the self-exciting sequences
of multiple events it is necessary to run the Cox-Hawkes model
during the Monte Carlo simulation, assuming the maximum
likelihood parameters reported in the above mentioned study
(i.e., base return time, self-excitement duration, mean offspring).
This also allows the inclusion of epistemic uncertainty effects
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FIGURE 5 | (a,b) Mean PDC invasion hazard maps produced by assuming PDC invasion areas corresponding to the 60% (a), and 95% (b), respectively, of the
distributions reported in Figure 3b. The two maps assume the vent opening probability displayed in Figures 3c,d for the two sectors of the caldera. Contours and
colors indicate the mean percentage probability of PDC invasion conditional on the occurrence of an explosive event of that size, originating on-land. (c,d) PDC
invasion hazard maps assuming PDC areal extent up to the assumed percentiles of the Figure 3b distributions, i.e., 60% in (a), 95% in (b), and the vent opening
maps displayed in that figure. Contours and colors indicate the mean percentage probability of PDC invasion conditional on the occurrence of an explosive event of at
most that size, originating on-land.
in the hazard assessments. See also (Cox and Isham, 1980;
Bevilacqua, 2016) for additional details on the Cox-type
stochastic processes.
The PDC hazard maps in this section also assume different
event scales for the flows that originate from the western and
eastern sectors of the caldera, like in the previously described
maps. In addition, separate temporal models are assumed for
the western and eastern sectors of the caldera. Very similar
results (not reported here for the sake of brevity) are obtained
assuming instead a unique temporal model for the whole caldera
and assigning the vent locations relying only on the spatial data
displayed in Figures 2a, 3c,d. It is important to notice here
that all the previously presented maps are conditional on the
occurrence of a new explosive event, i.e., no temporal assessments
have been included before this section.
In Figure 7 the mean, the 5th and the 95th percentiles bounds
of the PDC invasion probability for the first event potentially
occurring in the next 10 years are presented. The maximum
values of PDC invasion probability, expressed as 5th percentile,
mean and 95th percentile values, are [2.5–5.5–8.0%] and are
located in the central-eastern part of the caldera. The probability
values across Posillipo Hill reach [0.5–2.0–3.5%]. Probability
values above 1% cover the entire caldera, and they are over 2%
on the most of it. Similarly, in Figure 8 the mean, the 5th and
the 95th percentiles bounds of the PDC invasion probability
in the next 50 years are displayed, including the possibility of
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FIGURE 6 | PDC invasion hazard map based on the vent opening map displayed in Figure 2a and the areal size distributions in Figure 3b, with the additional
condition of the vent to be inside specific areas of the caldera. (a) Astroni, (b) Agnano, (c) Averno—Monte Nuovo, (d) central-eastern zones. Contours and colors
indicate the mean percentage probability of PDC invasion conditional on the occurrence of an explosive event on-land.
multiple events in this time period. The peak values in the
Agnano plain are around [16–25%–32%], while the probability
tern of overcoming Posillipo Hill is [5–10–16%]. PDC invasion
probability values above 5% cover almost the whole caldera and
include also a significant part of the center of Napoli. The hazard
values on 50 years are about five times larger than those on 10
years, because of the relatively longer time interval.
It is worth remarking that, for short time windows (i.e., T ≤
10 years), the hazard assessments assuming nomore than a single
PDC occurring in the given time frame are indistinguishable
from the ones not excluding a sequence of multiple events in
the same period. For longer time windows (i.e., T ≥ 50 years)
they are instead different, with the differences becoming larger
with the increase of the duration of the time period. Both types
of maps have been produced for T = 50 years, showing a ∼2%
decrease of the PDC invasion probability over the entire area,
when just a single event is considered. In addition, when the
time length T increases, the PDC hazardmap concerning the first
event tends to the conditional map in Figure 2d. In contrast, the
map assuming a potential sequence of multiple PDC can reach
remarkably higher levels of hazard for time periods over 100
years. For example, a PDC invasion hazard map for T = 250
years shows a ∼78% PDC invasion probability peak and >40%
probability of a PDC overcoming Posillipo Hill.
The assumption that the volcano entered a new eruptive
epoch obviously has a significant effect on the results shown so
far. Indeed the inclusion of the periods of quiescence between
the eruptive epochs in the analysis reduces significantly the
hazard estimates. A first estimate of the hazard associated
to this assumption is here attempted. Under this hypothesis,
based on the above described temporal model, the mean time
between eruptions (not considering differences between the
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FIGURE 7 | Temporal PDC invasion hazard map based on the vent opening map and the areal size distributions displayed in Figure 3, and temporal estimates
assuming that in A.D. 1538 the volcano entered a new eruptive epoch. Contours and colors indicate the mean percentage probability of PDC invasion in the next 10
years—this excludes the possibility of a sequence of multiple events in this time period. In the small boxes are included the 5th (top) and 95th (bottom) uncertainty
bounds of the PDC invasion probability.
FIGURE 8 | Temporal PDC invasion hazard map based on the vent opening map and the areal size distributions displayed in Figure 3, and temporal estimates
assuming that in A.D. 1538 the volcano entered a new eruptive epoch. Contours and colors indicate the mean percentage probability of PDC invasion in the next 50
years—this includes the possibility of a sequence of multiple events in this time period. In the small boxes are included the 5th (top) and 95th (bottom) uncertainty
bounds of the PDC invasion probability.
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caldera sectors) was estimated of ∼346 years, with the epistemic
uncertainty effect reduced in this case to about ±15% on this
average value, because of the longer relative duration of the
record considered.
In Figure 9 the mean PDC invasion hazard concerning the
next 10 and 50 years is displayed according to this alternative
temporal assumption. Maximum percentage value of PDC
invasion probability is 1.5 and 7.5% in the next 10 and 50
years, respectively, always located in the central-eastern part of
the caldera. The invasion probability behind the Posillipo Hill
reaches 0.5 and 2.5%, respectively. It is significant to note that
these levels of hazard are about three to four times lower than
those obtained under the assumption that the volcano entered a
new eruptive epoch after the A.D. 1538 Monte Nuovo eruption.
It is worth mentioning that if the total duration of the
eruption record is divided by the total number of eruptions, the
obtained average time between past events is of 204 years, with
an uncertainty of about ±7%. If a number of additional not-
recorded events are considered (as estimated in Bevilacqua et al.,
2015; Bevilacqua, 2016), the average time between past eruptions
is reduced of ∼13%, to ∼177 years. This simplistic approach,
which is not capable of modeling any clustering feature, produces
intermediate time estimates to those based on the Cox-Hawkes
process after the two alternative assumptions described (i.e.,
∼118 years or∼346 years, respectively).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study new long-term (or background) PDC invasion
hazard maps have been produced for the CF caldera. To this
aim, the spatial distribution of vent opening probability (from
Bevilacqua et al., 2015), the density distribution of PDC invasion
areas (from Neri et al., 2015), and, for the first time, a sub-
domain specific temporal model for the eruption time-space
pattern (from Bevilacqua et al., 2016) were combined together.
In particular, they were convolved through an articulated Monte
Carlo simulation procedure which relied on the box model
approximation for the PDC propagation (Neri et al., 2015;
Bevilacqua, 2016; Esposti Ongaro et al., 2016). The application
of a doubly stochastic approach (Bevilacqua, 2016) enabled us
to quantify the effects of some epistemic uncertainty sources
affecting the hazard assessments presented. The main results
obtained from the study are the following:
• Separate analysis of the eruptive record in the western
and eastern sectors of the CF caldera showed remarkable
differences in terms of event scale and eruption frequency.
Such differences were considered for the first time in the
generation of PDC invasion hazard maps. This effect produces
a significant shift of the higher probability values toward
east, with an increase of the peak probability of ∼5% and an
increase of ∼3% of the chance a PDC could overcome the
caldera boundary toward the city of Napoli. In contrast, the
hazard levels are significantly reduced on the western sector of
the caldera.
• The effects of specific conditions on PDC size on the hazard
mapping were explored. Major differences exist between a
map generated by considering all the scales up to a given
PDC invasion area, with respect to a map generated assuming
that specific PDC invasion area (i.e., conditional to the
occurrence of a PDC of a given size). For instance, a map for
a large scale event (i.e., using the 95th percentile of the areal
distributions as computed on the last 15 kyr in the western and
eastern sectors, see Figure 3b) delineated∼45% probability of
having a PDC overcoming Posillipo Hill (Figure 5b), against
∼15% computed assuming PDC invasion area up to the 95th
percentile (Figure 5d). Similar major differences between the
maps generated under the two assumptions exist also in terms
of peak probability of PDC invasion, which increase of ∼20%
in the case of fixed scale.
• Similarly, the effect of assuming the vent limited to specific
caldera zones was investigated. The resulting maps illustrated
the major effect associated to this variable. The hazard maps
are indeed strongly affected by the source region chosen. For
instance, an event originating from the Agnano zone has about
three times more chance to overcome Posillipo Hill than one
originating from the Astroni zone (see Figure 6). The map
obtained by assuming the vent in the Astroni-Agnano-La
Solfatara zones showed that PDCs are able to affect large part
of the caldera with peak invasion probability up to 80% in the
central area. In contrast, the area subject to significant PDC
invasion probability is strongly reduced when assuming a PDC
originating from the Averno zone, also due to the different
PDC scale adopted for the western sector of the caldera.
• The adoption of a temporal model for CF eruption sequence
also enabled us to produce PDC invasion hazard maps for
specific forecasting time windows. These maps were produced
by assuming that, since the last eruption in A.D. 1538, the
volcano entered a new epoch of activity. In particular maps
with forecasting periods of 10 and 50 years were produced,
considering also the effect of a sequence of multiple events in
the given time frame. The outcomes showed that the entire
caldera has a mean hazard of flow invasion above 1% in the
next 10 years and above 5% in the next 50 years. Most exposed
area of the caldera (i.e., Agnano-Astroni) reaches average
hazard values above 5.5% in the next 10 years and ∼25% in
the next 50 years. Hazard values up to 2% in the next 10 years
and up to ∼10% in the next 50 years were also computed in
some areas over Posillipo Hill.
• Preliminary PDC invasion hazard estimates were also
produced without the assumption that the volcano entered
a new epoch of activity since its last eruption. In this case,
the hazard estimates are about three to four times lower than
the first ones, but still very significant. Although the debate
between the possibility of being within a new eruptive epoch or
not is still fully open, the two hazard assessments made should
be regarded as end-member cases potentially delimiting the
real condition of the volcano.
The generation of first PDC invasion hazard maps at CF able
to explicitly consider the temporal framework and key features
of the system (such as specific event scales, vent locations and
dependencies of eruption scale and frequency on the caldera
sectors), including some sources of uncertainty, is an important
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FIGURE 9 | Temporal PDC invasion hazard map based on the vent opening map and the areal size distributions displayed in Figure 3, and temporal estimates
without assuming that the volcano entered a new eruptive epoch. In (a,b) contours and colors indicate the mean percentage probability of PDC invasion in the next 10
and 50 years, respectively. In (b) we included the possibility of a sequence of multiple events in the period considered.
step for developing appropriate risk assessments and mitigation
measures. The separate mapping of the caldera sectors/zones
has relevant implications for the emergency management,
in particular if the monitoring data will enable reasonable
constraints on the vent opening site. The further understanding
of the processes controlling the transition between periods of
quiescence and epochs of activity of the volcano appears to
be the next challenging quest. Additional research aimed at
improving the knowledge of past eruption record, as well as the
structural evolution and current dynamics of the volcanic system
seem fundamental for further improving the volcanic hazard
assessment in this highly urbanized area.
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